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INTRODUCTION

Following on from the success of FÍS 2008

“ Eamon Colman is delighted to select the artists’

(VISION 2008) we were invited by the Contem-

for this year’s FÍS exhibition. The thinking behind this

porary Urban Centre to host an exhibition of

show was to juxtapose artists working in an abstract

works by contemporary Irish Artists. This year the

manner with artists whose work is figurative. While

exhibition is curated by Eamon Colman (Aos-

some of the invited artists cross this divide Alan

dána), and includes a broad mix of mediums

Counihan for one exhibits drawings of large scale

with sculpture being displayed by guest artist

“time rings” of trees which works on both levels.

Tolleck Winner.

The evident attention to detail is observed in both
a figurative and abstract manner.

We are grateful for the support of the Embassy
of Ireland - UK, NovasCUC, NovasArts, Foras Na

Some of the artists have chosen to use photo-

Gaeilge and K2 Architects, without whose sup-

graphs as a way of observing and documenting

port this show would not have been possible.

the world around them. The media used amongst
the invited artists ranges from painting, photogra-

Derek Culley

phy and drawing. Each artist demonstrates their

Exhibition Organiser.

vision through their chosen media and processes
used.

The title FIS meaning “Vision” allows an open
approach to the personal vision of the artist. The
People creating a better world

chosen artists all adopt a sensitive approach to

Registered as the Novas Scarman Group Ltd, an

their work and it is for this reason that I have cho-

Industrial & Provident

sen this group. The majority of the artist’s are living

Society with charitable status

in rural communities which creates an atmosphere
of quiet contemplation. While three of the artists
Una Sealy and David Quinn and Emma Berkery live
in urban environments they each approach their
subject matter from an outside perspective.
Eamon Colman is a member of Aosdána

Introduction from Eamon Colman - Curator.

K2 ARCHITECTS

K2 Architects was established in March 2007 and
has recently opened its’ new studio in the heart
of the Northshore in Liverpool. The firm is headed
up by Architect Directors Mark Davies and Kevin
Horton who first collaborated together as design
architects on Grosvenor’s £1 Billon Liverpool
One Development. The aim of the practice is
to produce high quality design with a strong
emphasis on innovation and sustainability. Their
ambition and drive is already bearing fruit. In
January of this year K2 Architects became one
of six successful finalists, from a field of over 100
architectural practices from across the globe, in
the RIBA design led competition for the £250m
‘Make Me a Home’ competition for developers Urban Splash and Muse Developments in
Stockton-On-Tees. They are currently developing this ‘house typology’ which redefines the
traditional terrace with a view to launching the
scheme in Autumn 2009.

K2 is an RIBA Chartered Practice which specialises in bespoke cutting edge residential design,
whilst maintaining a strong interest in multi-million
pound regeneration and masterplanning,
through to office, retail, industriall and educational schemes.

KIRWANS

SPONSOR

EMBASSY OF IRELAND

The Embassy of Ireland is delighted to be
With over 60 years of experience, and three

able to support FÍS 2009, a celebration of

offices in Liverpool and Wirral, Kirwans are well

contemporary Irish art to be held in the

placed to offer a wide range of legal services to

Novas CUC Liverpool;

all types of businesses and individuals across the

beginning on 10 July.

North West and Wales regions.
This exciting visual arts exhibition will run
We are a fast growing and expanding legal prac-

until 23 August. Artists from both north

tice full of the drive and enthusiasm needed by

and south of Ireland will include, Eamon

clients in their time of need. We take the time to

Colman (Aosdána), Alan Counihan, Gyp-

listen properly to our clients’ needs, before offer-

sy Ray, David Quinn, Elizabeth Cope, Ger

ing pragmatic and sensible advice and guidance
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to achieve the best possible outcome.

Campbell and Derek Culley and Phoebe
Cope with guest artist Tolleck Winner.

The firm is headed up by eight partners and a
team of around eighty staff, advising on a wide

Building on the tremendous success of

range of legal issues; Commercial and Corporate,

FIS 2008, this is a further opportunity to

Commercial Property, Employment, Defamation,

celebrate the shared history and close

Intellectual Property, Family, Wills and Estates,

contemporary links between Ireland and

Personal Injury, Reisdential Property and Crime.

our “other capital city”, Liverpool. The
cultural scene in Liverpool has been

We also have experience of dealing with individu-

revitalised in recent years and its year as

als and businesses in the Arts sector, and dealing

a European Capital of Culture was the

with their legal requirements.

culmination of much hard work and creative endeavour.

As we look forward to Liverpool Biennale 2010 it is important to keep
Irish art and artists in the limelight and I
am sure that FÍS can do this very successfully. My congratulations to all involved in
putting the exhibition together and I wish
all involved every success in the weeks
ahead.
Ciarán Byrne
Culture Officer
Embassy of Ireland, London

GYPSY RAY

Gypsy Ray most recently completed residencies for both County Carlow Arts Office and
County Kilkenny Arts Office where during both she
engaged the communities while focusing on her
own artist practice.
Ray’s work is primarily informed by and focused
on photography and drawing and she has exhibited extensively in both group and solo shows in
the United States and Europe over the last thirty
years. Her photographic work is included in the
United States Library of Congress Collections
and the Wellcome Trust Collection at the British
Museum in London.
Upcoming “Townlands” work is informed by the
rural community and comprises drawings and
photographs.

PHOEBE COPE

Phoebe Cope graduated at the Ruskin School of
Drawing in 2002. She has been artist-in-residence
at the Machin Arts Foundation for 18 months and
is currently having her first solo show in London at
Thomas Williams Fine Art. She has exhibited in the
Royal Academy - London and the Royal Hibernian Academy Summer shows, in the OireachtasDublin, also in the Centre for Recent Drawing
C4RD and at the Princes Drawing School where
she completed her MA in 2006.
To view recent work please visit www.thomaswilliamsfineart.com

UNA SEALY

Una Sealy is a graduate of Dun Laoghaire College
of Art and Design, (Fine Art, Painting), and of UCD
(Higher Diploma in Arts Administration). She has
had seven solo exhibitions including the Ashford
Gallery (RHA); The Molesworth Gallery, Dublin; The
Linenhall, Castlebar; and Dunamaise Arts Centre,
Port Laoise.

Una has exhibited in group exhibitions in Ireland,
San Francisco and New York, and has been a
regular exhibitor at the Royal Hibernian Academy
(RHA) for the last 18 years winning the award for
Artist of Distinction in 1993. She has also been
the recipient of several prestigious Arts Council
awards, including a Travel Bursary in 1996. Her
work is featured in many public collections including the Self Portrait Collection at the University
of Limerick, Fingal County Council, Galway City
Council, and the Office of Public Works.

Una lectured in Painting at Dun Laoghaire College
of Art from 1991 to 1996, as well as being a visiting
lecturer to many 2nd and 3rd level colleges. Over
the last 12 years she has been an invited tutor on
drawing courses in the National Gallery of Ireland
and more recently at the RHA.

EMMA BERKERY

‘Regarded as one of Ireland’s foremost contemporary artists’ (Ross fine art 2008) Emma Berkery
studied art in Limerick, Galway and Belfast, before
obtaining her Master of Fine Art from the University
of Ulster in 2006.
Based in Belfast since 2004, Berkery regularly
exhibits throughout Ireland and her work is held in
private collections in Ireland, Germany and India.

Working primarily in oil paint her work explores the
process of painting with the medium in its most
fluid form. Influenced by Abstraction and the
American Colourfield painters, Berkery’s paintings
examine colour and form through spatial and
colour relationships. She is currently Chairperson
of ‘The Mill Artists Collective’, West Belfast’s only
professional artists collective and is represented in
Ireland by the Nicholas Gallery.

MARTIN CAMPBELL

Martin Campbell is based in Newry, Co. Down
where he was born in 1972. With artists Derek
Culley and Eamon Colman, he organised Fís
2008, a major exhibition of Irish art and culture
which was an official event of Liverpool’s
European Capital of Culture Year. His work
has been shown at venues throughout Britain
and Ireland over the last ten years, including
the Irish Consulate in Edinburgh in 2007 as part
of the Edinburgh Festival.

He works primarily with watercolour and uses
the landscape to explore those questions
that keep him awake at night or which simply
amuse him about life and existence. Much of
his work is inspired by personal memory.

Last year Martin was invited by Windows Publications in Cavan to hold a one-man touring
exhibition of his work to promote the launch
of their latest collection of poetry, ‘Authors
and Artists – Series 8’. Some of his work also
featured in this collection.

As a documentary maker, Martin
has produced and directed sever

EAMON COLMAN

“As a painter. Eamon Colman is unmistakably a
colourist. Not only because colour- often strong,
bright colour – is a major constituent in terms of
the formal pictorial construction of his compositions, but also because he expects the qualities
inherent in colour to do a substantial part of the
emotional work he sees as integral to the painting process.”
Aidan Dunne - Arts Critic The Irish Times

Eamon Colman was born in 1957 in Dublin. He
is one of Ireland’s foremost abstract painters,
he is a member of Aosdana and has won many
awards including a one year travel award by The
Calcutta Artists Union in 1989, he was the first Irish
artist to win a Full Fellowship to The Vermont Studio Center 2002, he is a Fellow of The Ballinglen
Arts Foundation and was awarded a CCAT Interreg Major Award to tour an extensive exhibition
in Wales in 2005. He won first prize in painting in
EV+A 1989 and first prize in painting Eigse 2001.
Colman was Chairman of the Artists’ Association of Ireland 1993 – 1995 and President of the
European Council of Artists’ 1995 – 2000.

His work is in the collection of AIB, Bank Of
Ireland, Irish Life, EPA, King House Museum,
Fyffes Ireland, American Express, Delta Airlines,
Citibank, KPMG, OPW, The Gordon Lambert
Collection – IMMA, Smurfitt Ireland Grp. The
Arts Council, The Royal Victoria Hospital also in
numerous corporate and private collections.
More viewing of his work Eamon Colman, Artist
Profile - Gandon Editions no. 25 and at www.
eamoncolman.com

ALAN COUNIHAN

Over the past twenty years Alan Counihan has
realised many large site-specific works in the public domain and exhibited widely both in Ireland
and the U.S.A. His work is in many public and
private collections on both sides of the Atlantic.
He has been the recipient of several grants and
awards including the Pollock-Krasner Foundation
Award.
While perhaps best known for his object-based
work his practice also incorporates photography,
theatre, texts and curation. Recent projects
include The Weavers’ Gifts, a celebration of the
Costanoan-Ohlone tribes of Central California,
USA, and Olmo/Elm/Leamhán, an exploration of
the disappearance of the European elm tree.

Counihan’s practice engages with the human
relationship to landscape, with how it is inhabited, remembered and imagined. His work seeks
to explore the need to imbue landscape with
meaning and inherited notions of cultural identity, the enshrinement of memory in place and its
inevitable erosion and revision.

DEREK CULLEY

Born and educated in Dublin, Derek Culley is
mainly self taught and intuitive in approach.The
language Culley uses is basically that of Abstract
Expressionism in its various manifestations through
Pollock and De Kooning, adding to the mix some
references to Celtic and other sources. But if his
language is a complex one, it is also one he has
mastered and can on occasion use for his considerable expressive purposes. Since it is a manner
which relies on a degree of impulse, his subjects
can remain embedded in a welter of signs and
marks. But when everything gels, the results have
considerable imaginative impact and impressive
power.

Desmond Macavock: The Irish Times 1989

Culley was recently awarded a prestigious
Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant (New York)
2006-2007.

GERARD CASEY

Born in Kilkenny, studied at Limerick & Cork Colleges of Art. Post graduate studies in Ontario
College of Art, Canada.

DAVID QUINN

David Quinn has been exhibiting both internationally and within Ireland since 1996. Quinn has
also been the recipient of numerous residencies
including the Ballinglen Arts Fellowship (2007).
Quinn has been invited to exhibit in the 30-year
selected retrospective exhibition to be heldâ€¨in
the new Carlow Visual Arts Centre as part of Eigse
2010. Quinns work is held in many corporate and
private collections both in Ireland and abroad.
He is represented by the Taylor Galleries, Dublin.

TOLLECK WINNER

Tolleck Winner ARBS was born in the former USSR in
1959. He has lived and worked in the United Kingdom
since 1980. Dedicated to producing art as full time
occupation, his work is kept in private and public collections in the UK and throughout the world.
Tolleck’s art stems from his early fascination with the
basic nature of raw materials. His work aims to extract
values from the basic elements of nature, largely
working with metals, minerals and rocks. Experimenting with various materials he has mastered a unique
technique based on proper engineering studies.

Tolleck Winner has been involved in many solo and
group exhibitions in the UK and overseas. His latest
solo shows; ‘Beyond the Big Bang’ and ‘Vanitas’ held
at the Alon Zakaim Fine Art, London in October 2006
and 2007 strengthened his position as a well recognized and established contemporary artist. A number
of his larger scale works also feature in public displays
in the UK, such as the large steel sculpture, ‘People’, which stands alongside the works of Anthony
Gormley and Sir Anthony Caro in the Peterborough
Sculpture Park.

By injecting fragments of gaudy imagery, Tolleck’s
work reveals a subtle flirtation with the current popular culture. Encapsulating frivolous objects with acrylic
creations, the work exposes the existential fears which
everyone hides beneath the trivial concerns of daily
life.

There is an underlined focus on the passage of
time through generation to generation that once
again reminds us of the briefness and inconsequentiality of human life. Nurturing a sensation of
loss, collectively the work evokes an atmosphere
of reflection and laments the breakdown of our
links with the past. Tolleck’s sculptures of mixed
media, metal and acrylic, explore a contemporary reaction to the theme. While images such
as ‘Skull’ have become popular icons of fashion,
repeated in such a way that they no longer maintain associations with mortality, the artist seeks
to re unite these symbols with their traditional
meaning in order to remind us of the vulnerability
of human existence.

ELIZABETH COPE

Irish Artist Elizabeth Cope was
born in 1952 in Co Kildare.
She currently lives and works in
Co Kilkenny, Ireland. Her art has
been exhibited in galleries all over
the world during the past 20 years
and is found in many important
public and private collections .
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